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a b s t r a c t 

Spatial atomic layer deposition and etching processes have emerged to reduce the overall process time 

while maintaining the conformity of thin films by functioning continuously. This research constructs an 

multiscale computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model with a dynamic mesh that combines a microscopic 

kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm of the film etching with a CFD simulation of the gas phase for the spatial 

thermal atomic layer etching of Al 2 O 3 . Using this model, we evaluate the effect that design and operation 

variables including the gap distance, purge and precursor gas flow rates, substrate velocity, and vacuum 

pressure have on the substrate film etching per cycle and uniformity. Numerical results suggest that small 

gap distances with sufficiently high N 2 flow are desired to accomplish effective precursor separation for 

reactor configuration and the process operation requires low substrate velocities and low vacuum pres- 

sures to achieve optimal film quality and conformance. 

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

As a consequence of the growing dependence on semiconduc- 

ors from the rise of technological advancements and innovation 

ade on smart phones, autonomous vehicles, and gaming devices, 

or example, semiconductor shortages are becoming more com- 

on. Hence, manufacturing industries are unable to meet this 

ncrease in demand. This growing dependency is forcing tech- 

ology giants to experience sales losses ( Voas et al., 2021 ) due 

o the decreasing production rate of their products. Prior to the 

ovid-19 pandemic, semiconductor manufacturing facilities had al- 

eady been struggling to maintain a steady supply of these de- 

ices due to time-consuming processes. The difficulty is involved 

n time-intensive fabrication and stricter quality specifications on 

heir dimensions as the semiconductor devices, specifically tran- 

istors, continue to decrease in size as predicted by Moore’s Law 

 Moore, 1998 ). In particular, one of the most essential components 

f the semiconductor fabrication process involves the modifica- 

ion of semiconductor surfaces by atomic layer deposition (ALD) 

nd atomic layer etching (ALE) to produce highly conformal thin 

lms that serve to insulate the semiconductor and have precise 

imensions below 1 nm . ALE and ALD processes are able to de- 
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineer- 
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iver more precise control of monolayer thicknesses in the atomic 

cale ( Ritala et al., 1999 ); however, these aforementioned processes 

re time-consuming and lack controllability. Thus, it is imperative 

o optimize the efficiency of the semiconductor fabrication process 

hile maintaining process control and product conformance. 

Among the diverse types of semiconductors, fin field-effect 

ransistors (FinFETs) have been recognized for facilitating the pro- 

ess to engrave three-dimensional (3D) patterns on circuit boards 

eading to an increase in computing speed and reduction of cur- 

ent losses ( Jurczak et al., 2009 ). However, with the miniaturiza- 

ion in the size of transistors, industries have encountered chal- 

enges associated with fabricating the fin width to 5 nm or lower, 

esulting in mobility loss and short-channel effects for FinFETs 

 Razavieh et al., 2019 ). To overcome this performance degradation, 

he development of gate-all-around (GAA) transistors has recently 

een investigated ( Lee et al., 2020 ) and has been found to pro-

ide greater power efficiency, electrostatic properties, and resis- 

ance to short-channel effects ( Guerfi and Larrieu, 2016 ). The afore- 

entioned properties are attributed to the design of the GAA tran- 

istor such that vertically stacked channels called nanowires are 

nclosed on all sides of the transistor gate. A diagram compar- 

ng conventional FinFET and GAA transistors is presented in Fig. 1 , 

hich demonstrates the versatility of the GAA design that permits 

anowire thicknesses of 5 nm or lower. The design of the GAA 

ransistor is structured on precise measurements to achieve opti- 

al design properties and maintain quality conformance; thus, the 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.compchemeng.2022.107861
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/compchemeng
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.compchemeng.2022.107861&domain=pdf
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Nomenclature 

Constants −→ 

g gravitational acceleration constant, 9.80 6 65 m · s −2 

h Planck’s constant, 6.62607015 ×10 −34 m 

2 · kg · s −1 

k B Boltzmann constant, 1.380649 ×10 −23 m 

2 · kg · s −2 

·K 

−1 

R universal gas constant, 8.314463, m 

3 ·Pa · K 

−1 

·mol e −1 

Reaction Kinetics 

ν pre-exponential factor for reaction, j

σ sticking coefficient 

A site surface area of an active site 

E A activation energy 

k reaction rate constant 

k i reaction rate constant for reaction, i 

k d,abs reaction rate constant for adsorption reactions de- 

rived from Collision Theory 

k total sum of reaction rate constants 

m mass of the adsorption species 

N number of reaction pathways 

P partial pressure of the adsorption species 

Q quantum partition function for the reactant species 

Q 

‡ quantum partition function for the transition state 

species 

Z coordination number 

�t time evolution 

γ1 , γ2 coefficient for reaction selection and time evolution 

where γ1 , γ2 ∈ (0 , 1] 

Transport Phenomena 

τ stress tensor −→ 

F external body force 

ρ density of the precursor species 

�
 v velocity of the mixture 

E internal energy 

h j sensible enthalpy of the species, j

J j diffusion flux of the species, j

p static pressure of the species 

S h heat transfer source 

S m 

mass transfer source term 

T operating temperature of the reactor 

t process time of the reaction 

Meshing Parameters 

α diffusion parameter 

γ diffusion coefficient 

∇ 

�
 u mesh displacement velocity 

d normalized boundary distance 

Abbreviations 

ALD atomic layer deposition 

ALE atomic layer etching 

CFD computational fluid dynamics 

EPC etching per cycle ( ̊A/cycle) 

SALD spatial thermal atomic layer deposition 

SALE spatial thermal atomic layer etching 

kMC kinetic Monte Carlo 

Al(CH 3 ) 3 Trimethylaluminum, TMA 

Reaction Species 

Al 2 O 3 aluminum oxide 

AlF 3 aluminum fluoride 

H 2 O water 

HF hydrogen fluoride 
e

2

N 2 nitrogen gas 

AlF(CH 3 ) 2 dimethylaluminum fluoride, DMAF 

abrication of these devices raises challenges for commercialization 

nd integration in industry. However, ALD and ALE processes are 

idely recognized for their ability to control the thickness through 

elective reactions, which raises the prospects of commercializing 

AA transistors in the semiconductor industry. 

Recently, there has been a transition in research on amorphous 

ydrogenated silicon and polycrystalline silicon as active layers in 

hin film transistors to metal oxide thin films. The metal oxide 

lms have better uniformity, require lower process temperatures, 

nd are inexpensive to fabricate ( Ding and Wu, 2020; Ye et al., 

017 ), making these materials superior to silicon-based wafers. 

he desirability of metal oxide thin films is attributed to the 

ack of delocalization of electron movement between metal atoms, 

hich increases the reactive tendency to surface layer modifica- 

ion ( Sang and Chang, 2020 ). Among the many oxide films dis- 

ussed by Fortunato et al. (2012) , Faraz et al. (2015) , Sheng et al.,

018 , aluminum oxide (Al 2 O 3 ) exemplifies the aforementioned 

roperties of oxide films due to the reaction system described in 

ection 2.1 . Aluminum, which possesses a low electronegativity 

nd hence lesser desirability to attract electrons, can form stronger 

onic bonds with a highly electronegative atom such as fluorine 

 Lee et al., 2016 ) during the ALD and ALE adsorption half-cycle re- 

ctions. As a result, adopting these opposing atoms requires less 

nergy input to produce substantial reaction progress, facilitating 

he ALD and ALE processes to semiconductor fabrication from an 

conomics perspective. Therefore, this research aims to study and 

haracterize Al 2 O 3 as a thin film substrate for nanowires. 

Thermal atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a premature process 

hat is gradually being integrated into the semiconductor produc- 

ion industry and is known to be effective at depositing layers 

f material on the surfaces of semiconductor substrates. Thermal 

LD uses gaseous reactants called precursors that are introduced 

n sequential pulses. The precursors make modifications to the 

urface of the substrate and introduce a depositing film to gen- 

rate the thin film layer ( Kanarik et al., 2015 ). Meanwhile, ther- 

al atomic layer etching (ALE), a bifurcation of ALD, is a process 

hat etches the substrate material by integrating gaseous reactant 

ulses. The reactant pulses convert the surface of the substrate 

nto an active reaction layer and etch the modified surface layer 

 Kanarik et al., 2015 ). For the thermal ALD and ALE processes, the 

recursor pulses are separated by purging steps with a purge gas 

o flush the residual products from the reaction chamber. The ap- 

licability of ALD and ALE to semiconductor fabrication is based on 

he notion that these processes exhibit self-limiting behavior. This 

haracteristic behavior prevents precursor adsorption beyond the 

ubstrate surface where the surface layer exemplifies a transport- 

imited barrier. In other words, the processes are restricted to a 

ingle atomic layer (monolayer) of the substrate material that can 

e deposited or etched for each cycle ( Kanarik et al., 2018 ); thus

roviding substantial controllability over the thickness of the sub- 

trate in the Ångstrom scale. 

Despite the capabilities of ALD and ALE in precise substrate 

hickness control, conventional ALD and ALE processes are time- 

onsuming and counterproductive, making these processes unde- 

irable for some applications that require high productivity. Con- 

entional ALD and ALE require long purging steps to ensure self- 

imiting behavior is achieved. To overcome this obstacle, rapid 

tomic layer ( Zywotko et al., 2018 ) and spatial atomic layer pro- 

esses for ALD ( Poodt et al., 2012; Faraz et al., 2015 ) have recently

merged as alternative methods for achieving high deposition or 

tching rate, compared to conventional ALD and ALE, in a reduced 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of a fin field-effect transistor (FinFET) and a gate all-around (GAA) transistor in (a) and (b), respectively. FinFETs are limited in thickness size 

due to the design of the transistor while the nanowires in GAA transistors are capable of narrowing to sub-5 nm thicknesses. The exterior surface of the fin and nanowires 

represents the metal oxide insulator. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagrams of a conventional ALD/ALE reactor (a) and a spatial ALD/ALE reactor (b). Conventional ALD/ALE processes feed precursors in sequential steps 

while the substrate remains stationary in contrast to spatial ALD/ALE processes, which feed precursors continuously in separate zones while the substrate sheet moves at a 

constant velocity through each region. 
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ycle time. However, for rapid atomic layer etching, researchers ob- 

erved a degradation in the film roughness ( Zywotko et al., 2018 );

hus spatial atomic layer processes are considered in this work 

s they are more reliable in maintaining thin film conformance 

 Levy et al., 2009 ). In spatial atomic layer deposition processes, 

he precursors are continuously dosed in physically separated reac- 

ion zones between the purging regions ( Mu ̀noz-Rojas et al., 2019 ) 

n order to permit precursor reactions in sequential steps. For the 

urposes of this paper, spatial atomic layer deposition (SALD) and 

patial atomic layer etching (SALE) are referred to as spatial ther- 

al ALD and spatial thermal ALE, respectively. The substrate is 

ransferred through each region at a constant velocity and main- 

ains a presence in the precursor regions that optimize the amount 

f material that is deposited onto the surface of the substrate. A 

chematic interpretation of the differences between conventional 

nd spatial ALD/ALE processes are presented in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 (a) re-

embles a conventional type ALD/ALE reactor where the substrate 

s stationary and consists of a single inlet and outlet. In a typical 

eactor for ALD/ALE, precursors are introduced separately into the 

eactor chamber, which is purged after each precursor injection. 

ig. 2 (b) shows the patented sheet-to-sheet (S2S) SALD/SALE reac- 

or where the substrate moves between adjacent zones that are 

njected with inert gases or precursor species. There have been de- 

elopments in SALD and SALE reactor design. The original design 

f the spatial ALD was developed by Suntola and Antson (1977) , 

hich was classified as a roll-to-roll type. Afterwards, rotating 

 Sharma et al., 2015; Aghaee et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2017 ) and

heet-to-sheet models ( Freeman et al., 2010 ) have been developed. 

Although ALD and ALE processes are practical for the fabrica- 

ion of thin-film wafers, these processes have not been fully inves- 

igated and characterized for integration into industry. To conduct 

xperiments in a laboratory setting is costly, time-consuming, and 

ifficult to study under controlled environments due to the spon- 

aneous nature of the reactions, which occur semi-instantaneously. 

hus, a computational simulation approach can be conducted to 
3 
eflect laboratory-setting experiments to collect a diverse data 

et that can improve the characterization of these ALD and ALE 

rocesses in a cost-effective and timely manner. For instance, 

an et al., 2014 and Shaeri et al., 2015 have accomplished com- 

utational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling of ALD processes. To 

mprove upon the CFD modeling, adopting a combined micro- 

copic simulation using density functional theory (DFT) and kinetic 

heory with a macroscopic computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

imulation, a “Multiscale” model of a laboratory-setting experi- 

ent can be conducted. Previous research has already been con- 

ucted on multiscale CFD simulation for chemical vapor deposi- 

ion (CVD) and ALD processes. For example, Crose et al. (2018) and 

hang et al. (2020) have performed a 3D multiscale CFD simula- 

ion for plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and 

lasma-enhanced atomic layer deposition (PEALD), respectively, 

ut their research is limited in the integration of the microscopic 

urface domain and the macroscopic gas-phase domain. Prior mul- 

iscale simulation was conducted in a two-step process such that 

FD simulation of the macroscopic gas phase was run to the fi- 

al flow time to extract the steady-state process parameters, which 

ere later imported into the microscopic model to calculate the 

eposition rates. This method unreliably connects the microscopic 

nd macroscopic domains but was previously adopted due to the 

omplexity of the numerical simulation for a complete multiscale 

imulation, resulting in increased computation time. Also, prior re- 

earch from Yun et al. (2022b) on the thermal ALE of aluminum 

xide thin films adopted a method to include constant species con- 

umption and generation terms in the CFD model to produce a 

tronger connection between the macroscopic and microscopic do- 

ains. However, this prior research was limited in computational 

fficiency due to the number of nodes specified in the surface 

ubstrate mesh, which prevented the development of a fully au- 

onomous multiscale CFD model that updates the source genera- 

ion and consumption terms through each multiscale loop. Thus, 

his work makes enhancements to the previously developed mul- 
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Fig. 3. A process diagram of the multiscale computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

workflow. The macroscopic model using Ansys Fluent runs with a time step size 

of 0.0 0 05 s and transfers precursor partial pressure and temperature data on 18 

nodes of the substrate to the microscopic model. The microscopic model simulates 

the surface kinetics on the substrate using the kMC algorithm. The kMC code calcu- 

lates the source terms (consumption and generation of species), which enables the 

macroscopic model to consume or generate the corresponding amount of species 

on a surface area-average on 18 nodal regions of the substrate. Also, the kMC script 

calculates the time evolution, �t , which allows the macroscopic model to compute 

the exact number of time steps to run the CFD simulation. Lastly, the macroscopic 

and microscopic simulations are connected by a Linux shell script, resulting in an 

multiscale CFD simulation, which is halted until the substrate reaches the end of 

the reactor. 
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iscale CFD model by simplifying the number of nodal regions on 

he surface of the substrate to allow this connection between the 

icroscopic and macroscopic domains to exist. 

Several control and quality parameters are used to determine 

he optimality of the reactor configuration and process operation. 

everal studies ( Pan et al., 2016; Cong et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021 )

ave been conducted on the gap distance between the top surface 

f the substrate to the bottom surface of the injection dividers, the 

urge gas flow rate, the precursor flow rates, the substrate veloc- 

ty, and the vacuum pump pressure. The role of the gap distance 

erves to generate a finite boundary layer to prevent the intermix- 

ng of the precursor species, while the remaining parameters are 

rucial to the kinetics of the half-cycle reactions and to the self- 

imiting behavior of the half-cycle reactions. The aforementioned 

roperties will be used to determine their impact on the quality 

f the substrate, which is determined by the amount of etching 

er cycle (EPC) and the surface uniformity of the substrate after 

he etching process. Thus, this research aims to advance from a 

reviously developed microscopic model for the ALE of aluminum 

xide (Al 2 O 3 ) thin films ( Yun et al., 2022a ) and to develop a mul-

iscale CFD model of a SALE reactor using an multiscale comput- 

ng method that improves the algorithms from Crose et al. (2018) , 

hang et al. (2020) , Yun et al. (2022b) and optimize the process 

peration by studying the effects of the aforementioned parame- 

ers on the quality of the substrate film. 

. Multiscale CFD modeling of SALE 

Prior research on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model- 

ng of spatial atomic layer deposition (SALD) has been conducted 

o discuss the features of SALD and to optimize the process ( Cong 

t al., 2020; De la Huerta et al., 2018; Deng et al., 2016; Li et al.,

021; Pan, 2021; Pan et al., 2016 ). The aforementioned projects 

ave investigated the design of SALD reactors by examining the 

ffects of the substrate velocity ( De la Huerta et al., 2018; Pan, 

021 ), the gap distance ( De la Huerta et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2016 ),

he pitch distance between adjacent injectors ( Cong et al., 2020 ), 

he precursor flow rate ( Deng et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2016; Cong

t al., 2020 ), and the purge gas flow rate ( Deng et al., 2016 ). These

nvestigations provide invaluable information for SALD; however, 

hey do not discuss the surface kinetics from the microscopic per- 

pective. In addition, the relationship of the dynamic effects of the 

oving substrate on the film uniformity has not been investigated 

s conformity is an essential parameter to discuss the quality of 

he finished product. Thus, a complete survey of a spatial reactor 

onfiguration is required to include all technical information while 

ccounting for the multiscale point of view to provide theoretical 

uidance toward further operation and control of a SALD/SALE re- 

ctor and process. Therefore, this research aims to build a multi- 

cale CFD model by integrating a microscopic model for the sur- 

ace kinetics and a macroscopic model for the transport phenom- 

na effects to offer a comprehensive understanding and to investi- 

ate key parameters to optimize the reactor configuration and op- 

ration. 

The combination of the microscopic surface domain and the 

acroscopic gas-phase domain generates the so-called multiscale 

omputational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. For the microscopic 

urface domain, aluminum oxide thin films are modeled on the ba- 

is of a kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) algorithm that is initiated using 

 Python script code. For the macroscopic gas phase domain, Ansys 

luent 2021R2 is used to simulate the two-dimensional (2D) CFD 

f the gaseous species. The schematic concept of the multiscale 

FD model is illustrated in Fig. 3 where input parameters including 

he substrate velocity, precursor (HF and TMA) flow rates, and vac- 

um pressure are specified to the macroscopic CFD simulation to 

alculate the etching per cycle. In the multiscale CFD model, Fluent 
4 
rst simulates the gas-phase domain at every time step to generate 

he process data (surface pressure and temperature) on the sub- 

trate surface. Then, the process data is transferred to the micro- 

copic model, which simulates the surface reactions with a lattice 

odel defined as a 30 0 ×30 0 grid and updates the surface bound- 

ry conditions in Fluent based from the result of the kMC sim- 

lation. This cyclical operation is executed in a Linux shell script 

uch that the macroscopic and microscopic simulations are carried 

ut consecutively using 36 compute cores with 192 GB memory 

hrough a computer cluster network with each computation of the 

ultiscale CFD simulation taking 6 h on average. 

.1. Microscopic surface domain 

In the spatial atomic layer etching (SALE) of aluminum ox- 

de thin films, two half-cycle reactions occur at different locations 

here the precursor species, hydrogen fluoride (HF) and trimethy- 

aluminum [Al(CH 3 ) 3 , TMA], are injected continuously at constant 

ow rates. First, the top surface of the substrate is fluorinated 

hen the substrate is transported through the hydrogen fluoride 

eaction zone. The HF half-cycle produces a modified surface layer 

omposed of aluminum fluoride (AlF 3 ). It is assumed that the ad- 

orption occurs in a self-limiting behavior such that the HF precur- 

or cannot permeate beyond the surface of the substrate. Next, an 

djacent vacuum port exhausts the remaining HF and the byprod- 

ct, H 2 O, via a vacuum pump. An inert zone using a barrier gas, 

 2 , is also integrated into the reactor configuration to remove the 

esidual HF on the surface of the substrate. Following the purg- 

ng step, a volatile species, dimethylaluminum fluoride [DMAF, 

lF(CH 3 ) 2 ], is produced following a ligand-exchange reaction be- 

ween the second precursor, TMA, and the AlF 3 surface layer. In the 

ext vacuum line, the residual TMA and DMAF are withdrawn from 

he reaction chamber to prevent further reactions of TMA. Finally, 

n adjacent inert zone containing N 2 gas pushes the trace TMA to 

he vacuum port to maintain self-limiting behavior. Unlike conven- 

ional thermal atomic layer etching (ALE), SALE achieves a cyclical 

peration of thermal ALE as the substrate moves under an injec- 
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Table 1 

Activation energies for rate-determining intermediate reactions for the thermal ALE of Al 3 O 2 using HF and TMA precur- 

sors, which were calculated from Density Functional Theory via Quantum Espresso by Yun et al. (2022a) . 

Reaction pathway Activation energy (eV) 

–O–O–AlF x – + HF (g) → –O–OH–AlF x +1 – NA † 

–O–OH–AlF x +1 – → –O–O–AlF x – + HF (g) 2.02 

–O–OH–AlF x – → –OH–O–AlF x – 0.98 

–OH–O–AlF y – → –O–OH–AlF y – 0.71 

–OH–OH–AlF y – → –O–H 2 O–AlF y – 1.28 

–O–H 2 O–AlF y – → –OH–OH–AlF y – 0.76 

–H 2 O–AlF y – → –AlF y – + H 2 O 

(g) 
0.88 

–AlF 2 – + Al(CH 3 ) 3 (g) → –AF-FAl(CH 3 ) 3 – NA † 

–AlF–FAl(CH 3 ) 3 – → –AlF 2 – + Al(CH 3 ) 3 (g) 42.27 

–AlF–FAl(CH 3 ) 3 – → –AlF(CH 3 ) + AlF(CH 3 ) 2 (g) 1.45 

–AlF(CH 3 )– + Al(CH 3 ) 3 (g) → –Al(CH 3 ) 2 – + AlF(CH 3 ) 2 NA † 

–AlF 3 – + Al(CH 3 ) 3 (g) → –AlF 2 –FAl(CH 3 ) 3 NA † 

–AlF 2 –FAl(CH 3 ) 3 – → –AlF 3 – + Al(CH 3 ) 3 (g) 21.29 

–AlF 2 –FAl(CH 3 ) 3 – → –AlF 2 (CH 3 ) 2 – + AlF 2 (CH 3 ) 2 (g) 0.82 

–AlF 2 (CH 3 ) 2 – → AlF 2 (CH 3 ) 2 (g) 1.12 

† The rate constant is calculated by Collision Theory. ‡ x can be 0 through 2 and y can be 1 through 3. 

Fig. 4. The schematic reaction mechanism of the thermal atomic layer etching 

cyclical process for Al 2 O 3 where Step A represents the HF fluorination half-cycle 

and Step B represents the TMA ligand-exchange half-cycle. 
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ion assembly. The schematic diagram of the thermal ALE process 

s summarized in Fig. 4 while the overall ALE reaction is described 

y 

l 2 O 3 (s) + 6HF (g) + 4 Al (CH 3 ) 3 (g) → 6 Al F(CH 3 ) 2 (g) + 3H 2 O (g) 

he overall reaction is divided into two half-reactions or half- 

ycles, which are referred to as the HF (Fluorination) and the TMA 

igand-exchange half-cycles. 

l 2 O 3 (s) + 6HF (g) → 2 Al F 3 (s) + 3H 2 O (g) 

l F 3 (s) + 2 Al (CH 3 ) 3 (g) → 3 Al F(CH 3 ) 2 (g) 

The kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) method is a stochastic com- 

uter algorithm that calculates numerical results of surface reac- 

ions through random sampling of the surface active sites to mimic 

he naturality of the real world. The practical usage of the kMC 

ethod serves to bridge the microscopic and macroscopic regimes. 

inetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations for atomic layer processes 

ave been widely used ( Lou and Christofides, 2003; Fu et al., 2008; 

hirazi and Elliott, 2014; Ding et al., 2019, 2020; Yun et al., 2022a )

or surface reaction kinetics. In this research, the developed kMC- 

ased microscopic model by Yun et al. (2022a) , validated with the 

xperimental work from Lee et al. (2016) , is adopted to character- 

ze the surface reactions on Al 2 O 3 thin films. Table 1 shows the ki-

etic mechanism and the activation energies for ALE of Al 2 O 3 and 

 detailed discussion of the kinetic mechanism is further examined 

n Yun et al. (2022a) . In this research, the coverage and etching 

ractions are used to express the progression of the first and sec- 

nd half-cycle reactions, respectively, of the ALE process are calcu- 
5 
ated by the kMC simulation, which assumes that the half-cycle re- 

ctions occur in self-limiting behavior such that the surface of the 

ubstrate, which is modeled as a 3D lattice. As an output of the 

MC simulation, the etching per cycle (EPC) is computed by mul- 

iplying the etching fraction by the EPC of 0.46 Å/cycle, which has 

een reported by Lee et al. (2016) whose experimental conditions 

ere similar to the boundary conditions that would be defined in 

he macroscopic CFD model. 

Kinetic parameters are an integral part of the input of the kMC 

imulation. A common approach to compute the reaction rate con- 

tant is through transition-state theory (TST), which is defined as 

ollows: 

 = ν exp 

(−E A 
RT 

)
(1) 

he reaction rate constant, k , is dependent on the pre-exponential 

actor, ν , the activation energy, E A , the universal gas constant, R , 

nd the temperature, T , of the reaction. The activation energies are 

alculated by the nudged elastic band (NEB) method, which was 

reviously performed ( Yun et al., 2022a ). The pre-exponential term 

epends on the quantum partition functions for the transition state 

 Q 

‡ ) and reactant ( Q) species and is calculated from the following

xpression: 

= 

k B T 

h 

Q 

‡ 

Q 

(2) 

here k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the 

eaction, and h is the Planck constant. For simplicity, the ratio of 

he transition state and reactant partition functions can be approx- 

mated to unity ( Jansen, 2012 ). Desorption, surface reaction, and 

iffusion rates are computed by Eqs. (1) and (2) . However, for the 

dsorption process, collision theory (CT) is used, which is based on 

axwell-Boltzmann statistics. 

 d ,ad s = 

2 PA site σ

Z 
√ 

2 πmk B T 
(3) 

here P is the partial pressure of the adsorption species, A site is the 

rea of a single surface active site, σ is the sticking coefficient, Z is 

he coordination number, m is the mass of the adsorption species, 

nd k B is the Boltzmann constant. Based on the aforementioned 

eaction theories, the total rate constant, as a fundamental element 

f the kMC algorithm, is calculated as follows: 

 total = 

N ∑ 

i =1 

k i (4) 
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Table 2 

Minimum to maximum mesh quality parameter ranges for various sheet-to-sheet reactor configurations with the overall quality determined by criteria from ANSYS (2021) . 

No. Gap ( mm ) Skewness Orthogonal quality Aspect ratio Overall quality ∗

† R1 10.00 0 ∼ 0.528 0.682 ∼ 0.964 1 ∼ 2.297 Very good 
† R2 1.00 0 ∼ 0.674 0.565 ∼ 1.000 1 ∼ 2.899 Very good 
† R3 0.50 0 ∼ 0.660 0.588 ∼ 1.000 1 ∼ 2.747 Very good 
† R4 0.25 0 ∼ 0.682 0.553 ∼ 1.000 1 ∼ 2.991 Very good 
‡ R5 0.25 0 ∼ 0.525 0.671 ∼ 1.000 1 ∼ 2.316 Very good 

∗ Determined by ANSYS (2021) . † No substrate to investigate the effects of precursor intermixing. ‡ Optimized reactor design with a substrate. 

Fig. 5. A 2D side view of the dynamic mesh for the spatial reactor design with 0.25 mm gap distance. 

Fig. 6. Line plots illustrating the effects of the gap distance on precursor separation, of which operating condition is (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, and (d) Case 4 as 

described in Table 3 . The shaded area indicates the precursor intermixing zone. 

w

n

a

a

 

here k i is the reaction rate constant of reaction i and N is the 

umber of reaction pathways. The kMC computation is performed 

s follows, which is repeated until the termination condition is 

chieved. 

1. The sum of the rate constant, k total , is computed from the list 

of all possible reaction paths across the lattice model. 
6 
2. An event is chosen to fulfill the following equation. 

m −1 ∑ 

i =1 

k i ≤ γ1 k total ≤
m ∑ 

i =1 

k i (5) 

where m is the reaction m and γ1 ∈ (0 , 1] is the first random

number for the event selection. 
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Fig. 7. Line plots illustrating the effects of the N 2 flow rate on precursor separation, of which operating condition is (a) Case 1, (b) Case 5, (c) Case 6, and (d) Case 7 as 

described in Table 3 . The shaded area indicates the precursor intermixing zone. 

Table 3 

Various operating conditions for multiple sheet-to-sheet reactor configurations to examine their effects on precursor separation and thin film quality. 

Case Temperature Pressure (Pa) Gap distance Flow rate ( sccm ) 

(No.) (K) Operating Vacuum ( mm ) N 2 HF/N 2 TMA/N 2 

1 573 300 - 100 10.00 100 100/50 60/100 

2 573 300 - 100 1.00 100 100/50 60/100 

3 573 300 - 100 0.50 100 100/50 60/100 

4 573 300 - 100 0.25 100 100/50 60/100 

5 573 300 - 100 10.00 500 100/50 60/100 

6 573 300 - 100 10.00 1,000 100/50 60/100 

7 573 300 - 100 10.00 2,000 100/50 60/100 

8 573 300 - 100 10.00 100 200/50 120/100 

9 573 300 - 100 10.00 100 400/50 240/100 

10 573 300 - 100 10.00 100 800/50 480/100 

2

a

w

r

g

p

fi

u

A

e

q

r

o

a

t

t

3. The secondary random number, γ2 ∈ (0 , 1] , is selected to evolve 

the system clock with a time interval defined as follows: 

�t = 

− ln γ2 

k total 

(6) 

.2. Macroscopic CFD domain 

The effects of transport phenomena within the spatial reactor 

re investigated through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) soft- 

are to compute spatial and time-dependent variables within the 

eactor. Spatial atomic layer etching (SALE) reactors with different 
7 
ap distances are developed to investigate the intermixing of the 

recursors and the effect of the velocity of the substrate on thin 

lm quality based on a two-dimensional (2D) multiscale CFD sim- 

lation with a dynamic mesh. First, WorkBench 2021R2, one of the 

nsys packages, is used to construct the mesh with triangular el- 

ments for five reactors (denoted as R1 through R5) whose mesh 

uality is quantified in Table 2 . The mesh quality plays a significant 

ole in the convergence, numerical solution accuracy, and stability 

f the CFD computation. As shown in Table 2 , the mesh quality of 

ll reactor designs built in this research is considered acceptable by 

he criteria defined by ANSYS (2021) . A more detailed discussion of 

he mesh quality parameters is given in Yun et al. (2022b) . 
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Fig. 8. Line plots illustrating the effects of the precursor flow rate on precursor separation, of which operating condition is (a) Case 1, (b) Case 8, (c) Case 9, and (d) Case 10 

as described in Table 3 . The shaded area indicates the precursor intermixing zone. 
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In order to simulate the moving substrate, a dynamic mesh 

s employed, in which two dynamic mesh update methods are 

sed: diffusion-based smoothing and remeshing. The diffusion- 

ased smoothing method adjusts the mesh through each time step 

s the substrate moves, which is defined by the following equa- 

ion: 

 · (γ∇ 

�
 u ) = 0 (7) 

here γ is the diffusion coefficient and ∇ 

�
 u is the mesh displace- 

ent velocity. The diffusion coefficient is calculated as a function 

f the boundary distance. 

= 

1 

d α
(8) 

here d is the normalized boundary distance and α is the diffu- 

ion parameter. The boundary-distance-based diffusion method al- 

ows the absorption of the mesh motion and preserves the mesh 

uality around the boundary of the motion. For α, a range of 0 

hrough 2 is practical and 1.5 is chosen in this work. As another 

esh update method, the remeshing method is adopted, which is 

odeled on local cells and allows the mesh to be updated locally 

ith an acceptable skewness criterion so that the mesh quality 

s maintained through each time step. In the local cell remeshing 

ode, the maximum cell skewness is set to 0.7, which is recom- 

ended for 2D simulations by ANSYS (2021) . 

Each reactor is designed with a length of 160 mm , in which 9

njection or vacuum ports (denoted as an injection assembly) of 
8 
0 mm width are located at the top of the reactor. Each port has 

 20 mm height and 20 mm pitch (that is, the distance between 

he centers of two adjacent ports). The injection assembly can be 

odularized and extended by adding extra injection assemblies as 

eeded. For R5, the substrate is placed in the leftmost purge (N 2 ) 

one as illustrated in Fig. 5 . For simplicity, in this work, a 5 mm

ong substrate is employed; however, the length of the substrate 

an be enlarged. The multiscale CFD simulation is performed using 

eactor configurations R1 through R4 to investigate the effects of 

he gap distance, the N 2 flow rate, and the precursor (HF and TMA) 

ow rates on precursor separation. Then, the reactor, R5, is used to 

tudy the effects of a moving substrate and of the outflow vacuum 

ressure on the film quality. 

In the CFD simulation, the mass, momentum, and energy 

onservation equations are solved on the basis of the cou- 

led pressure-based solver in Ansys Fluent, which are described 

y: 

∂ρ

∂t 
+ ∇ · (ρ� v ) = S m 

(9) 

∂(ρ
−→ v ) 

∂t 
+ ∇ · (ρ−→ v −→ v ) = −∇p + ∇ ·

(
τ
)

+ ρ
−→ 

g + 

−→ 

F (10) 

∂ 

∂t 
(ρE) + ∇( � v (ρE + p)) = −∇(�h j J j ) + S h (11) 
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Fig. 9. Pressure contours of HF (a) and H 2 O (b) in the HF injection region for a substrate velocity of 80 mm / s and vacuum pressure of - 100 Pa after 0.5 s of process time. 
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here ρ is the density of the mixture, 
−→ v is the velocity of the 

ixture, S m 

is the mass transfer source term, p is the static pres- 

ure, τ is a symmetric rank two stress tensor, ρ
−→ 

g is the gravita- 

ional body force, 
−→ 

F is the external body force, E is the internal 

nergy, h j is the sensible enthalpy of the species j, J j is the diffu-

ion flux of species j, and S h is the heat transfer source term. To

olve these partial differential equations, the finite volume method 

s employed in the discretized time domain. To specify the con- 

umption of HF and TMA and the generation of H 2 O and DMAF 

rom the surface kinetics, the source term ( S m 

) for each species 

s defined in a user-defined function (UDF) and the source terms 

re updated every time step, which are computed from the micro- 

copic kMC simulation. The operating conditions, temperature and 

ressure, and boundary conditions, precursor and purge flow rates, 

re also defined in the UDF. 

The combination of the microscopic kMC model and the macro- 

copic CFD model is made possible by defining convergence cri- 

eria and iteration conditions during the numerical simulation for 

he macroscopic gas-phase domain. Default convergence thresh- 

lds and a time step size of 0.0 0 05 s are defined to prevent the

isk of divergent solutions in order to maintain the connection 

etween the microscopic kMC model and the macroscopic CFD 

odel. The number of time steps is determined by the micro- 

copic kMC model, which updates the flow time as well as the 

ass source generation and consumption terms for each species 

n the half-cycle reactions. At time t = 0 , the SALE reactor will

e in steady-state conditions such that all gaseous species will 

ave reached equilibrium conditions, which is determined by ini- 

ially simulating the reactor with the steady-state solver. Once the 

teady-state conditions are obtained, the transient solver is used 

o propagate the movement of the substrate through the reaction 

hamber. 
9 
. Simulation results and discussion 

The effects of parameters (gap distance, purge gas flow, precur- 

or flow, substrate velocity, and vacuum pressure) are studied for 

he optimization and operation of the sheet-to-sheet (S2S) spatial 

eactor design. Table 3 summarizes the list of case studies that are 

arried out by adjusting the aforementioned parameters. First of 

ll, the steady-state simulation mode in Fluent is used to run the 

omputational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation to analyze the ef- 

ects of the gap distance, the N 2 flow rate, precursor (HF and TMA) 

ow rates by using reactor configurations R1 through R4 without 

 substrate in Table 2 . The effects of those parameters on precur- 

or separation are discussed in the following sections. Then, on the 

asis of the results of the aforementioned simulation, the optimal 

eactor parameters are selected and used to investigate the effects 

f the substrate velocity and vacuum pressure on the film qual- 

ty, which are simulated using the transient simulation mode in 

luent. In this paper, the term, “cycle,” is used even if the spatial 

tomic layer etching reactor is not operating in a cyclical opera- 

ion. Thus, “a cycle” by definition occurs when a substrate passes 

hrough the 9 ports of the injection assembly. There are several 

ssumptions that underlie the simulations: (1) there are manifolds 

n the upstream facility so the precursors and N 2 are well-mixed 

nd injected through the injection ports, (2) the temperature of 

he substrate surface is maintained by a PID (proportional-integral- 

erivative) controller at 573 K, (3) the velocity of the substrate is 

onstant in each simulation, (4) a vacuum pump, which is not con- 

tructed in the reactor configuration, is implemented to exhaust 

ases through the vacuum ports, and (5) a physical conveyor belt 

hat moves the substrate is ignored, since the research focuses on 

he fluid regime between a substrate surface and the bottom of an 

njection assembly. 
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Fig. 10. Pressure contours of TMA (a) and DMAF (b) in the TMA injection region for a substrate velocity of 80 mm / s and vacuum pressure of - 100 Pa after 1.5 s of process 

time. 
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.1. Effect of the gap distance 

The separation of precursors is highly dependent on the gap 

istance between the top of the substrate surface and the bottom 

f the divider walls enclosing the injection assembly, as exempli- 

ed in Fig. 2 (b). Thus, the separation of the precursors is primarily 

etermined by a gap distance, which serves to generate effective 

 2 zones so that precursor species are not able to intermix. Un- 

uccessful precursor separation would result in undesirable etch- 

ng and spontaneous etching ( Pan et al., 2016 ); therefore, an effec- 

ive gas barrier design is needed. In this research, reactor config- 

rations R1 through R4 with 10.00 mm , 1.00 mm , 0.50 mm , and

.25 mm gap distances (shown in Table 5 ) are used to investigate 

he effect of the gap distance on precursor separation. Simulations 

re carried out under the operating conditions defined as Case 1 

hrough Case 4 in Table 3 . As shown in Fig. 6 , precursor separa-

ion improves with decreasing gap distance, which is visualized 

y decreasing the shaded area under the mole fraction curves of 

F and TMA and is consistent with the findings of the results of 

an et al. (2016) , De la Huerta et al., 2018 . An insignificant dif-

erence is observed between reactors with a gap distance of less 

han 1 mm . Fig. 6 (a) and (b) reveal that a smaller gap distance

lso marginally increases the mole fraction of the precursors in the 

alf-reaction zones, resulting in a higher adsorption rate and an ef- 

ective etching reaction. 

The pressure difference is a driving force for gases to flow 

rom a high pressure field to a low pressure field. For the reactor 

onfiguration, R1, of 10.00 mm gap distance, no pressure gradient 

s observed around the gap. Therefore, due to the lack of a strong 

riving force, most of the precursors are exhausted through the 
i

10 
acuum outlet when the precursors pass through the gap, but 

ome of the precursors are able to cross over to the N 2 enriched 

one and intermix with one another. However, in the reactor, R4, 

ith a gap distance of 0.25 mm , reasonably large pressure gradi- 

nts of 75 ∼ 113 Pa are observed between the gap and a vacuum 

utlet, resulting in the strong suction of the precursor through the 

acuum outlet. Consequently, no trace of the precursor is allowed 

o pass through a vacuum outlet. Furthermore, the compression 

ssociated with a smaller gap distance increases the etch rate as 

he precursor adsorption is proportional to the precursor partial 

ressure according to collision theory in Eq. (3) . 

.2. Effect of the purge gas flow 

The separation of the two half-reaction zones is also controlled 

y the amount of purge gas flow (N 2 ); thus, enough purge gas 

s required to prevent the precursors from intermixing in the N 2 - 

nriched zones. As discussed in Section 3.1 , the SALE reactor with 

 gap distance less than 1.00 mm shows effective precursor sep- 

ration. Thus, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are 

erformed with reactor, R1, which has a gap distance of 10.00 mm 

o show the noticeable differences with varying N 2 flow rates. The 

perating conditions of the simulations are Case 1 and Cases 5 

hrough 7 in Table 3 . The results of the simulations are presented 

n Fig. 7 . The precursor intermixing improves as the N 2 flow rate 

ncreases. Due to the higher velocity of N 2 flow, additional pre- 

ursor is carried out through a vacuum outlet. However, one of 

he drawbacks of increasing the N 2 flow is that it dilutes the half- 

eaction zones, leading to lower mole fractions of the precursors 

n the half-reaction zones and thus, reducing the half-cycle reac- 
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Fig. 11. (a) The effect of the substrate velocity on the etching per cycle. (b) The 

effect of the moving substrate on etching per cycle to illustrate the uniformity of 

the etch. 
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ion rates. Consequently, if enough purge gas flow rate is integrated 

ith a small gap distance, the effective precursor separation is ob- 

ained. 

.3. Effect of the precursor flow 

The precursor flow rate is a crucial parameter in the design 

nd optimization of SALD or SALE reactors. The CFD simulations 

ith 4 different precursor flow rates (Cases 1, 8, 9, and 10 shown 

n Table 3 ) are performed to study the effect of precursor flow 

ates on precursor separation. When the flow rates of the precur- 

ors increase, the mole fractions of the precursors increase in the 

alf-reaction zones, which accelerate the HF adsorption and TMA 

igand-exchange reactions on the surface, as presented in Fig. 8 . 

lso, Fig. 8 illustrates that the precursor intermixing in the half- 

eaction zones is marginally affected by changes in the precursor 

ow rate. However, in the N 2 zone, precursor intermixing increases 

ith increasing precursor flow rate. Compared to Section 3.2 , in- 

reasing the N 2 flow rate is a more efficient method than decreas- 

ng the precursor (HF and TMA) flow rates to enhance precursor 

eparation. 

.4. Effect of the substrate velocity 

The effect of substrate velocity is explored using the R5 reactor 

onfiguration with a moving substrate, which is built on the ba- 

is of previous sections. As described in Section 3.1 , a gap distance 

ess than 1.00 mm ensures effective precursor separation; however, 

.25 mm is chosen to maximize precursor separation in the multi- 

cale computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation. As described 

n Case 4, a N 2 flow rate of 500 sccm , a HF/N 2 flow rate of 100/50

ccm , and a TMA/N 2 flow rate of 60/100 sccm are selected for the 

ultiscale CFD simulation. Taking into account the typical thick- 

ess of the substrate, the height of the reactor chamber is set as 

.00 mm ; however, a gap distance of 0.25 mm is preserved when 

he substrate moves under an injection assembly. Figs. 9 and 10 il- 

ustrate the pressure contours of the species on a moving substrate. 

s pictured in Figs. 9 b and 10 b, H 2 O and DMAF are generated

n the surface by the collaboration of the kMC-based microscopic 

odel and the CFD-based macroscopic model. 

The substrate velocity is an important factor to control the film 

uality as the exposure time of the precursors to the substrate sur- 

ace is directly related to the substrate velocity. Fig. 11 (a) shows 

he etching per cycle (EPC) versus the substrate velocity. Greater 

PC is observed at lower substrate velocities, which is accordant 

ith the experiment by Sharma et al. (2015) and the CFD results 

y De la Huerta et al., 2018 , Pan (2021) . The reported etching

ate of 0.46 Å/cycle is obtained at velocities less than 40 mm / s .

he Al 2 O 3 etching rate linearly reduces with increasing velocity 

or substrate velocities greater than 40 mm / s . This behavior can 

e used to determine the optimal velocity for etching Al 2 O 3 films. 

ilm uniformity is highly required to produce conformal thin films 

n the semiconductor industry. Thus, a multiscale CFD simulation is 

erformed on each node of the mesh of the surface to explore the 

lm uniformity; therefore, 18 kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simula- 

ions are performed. As seen in Fig. 11 (b), the uniform etch rate on

he surface is observed with velocities of 80, 120, and 160 mm / s .

he film conformance is quantitatively indicated by the highly low 

tandard deviations of etched thickness for each cycle on 18 nodes 

f the surface mesh, which are 0.010, 0.007, and 0.002 Å/cycle for 

0, 120, and 160 mm / s substrate velocities, respectively. In partic- 

lar, the substrate has the desired uniformity at 80 mm / s while 

 substrate velocity of 160 mm / s has marginal degradation of the 

niformity of the film. The results imply that the short exposure 

ime attributed to higher velocities has some surface roughness 

hat is able to disrupt conformal etching reactions on the surface. 
11 
.5. Effect of vacuum pumping 

The vacuum pressure is another factor that is considered in this 

iscussion since the vacuum pressure directly affects the distribu- 

ion of gaseous species within the reactor and is also responsible 

or preventing overaccumulation of feed into the reactor. The vac- 

um pressure is defined as an outflow pressure boundary condi- 

ion in Ansys Fluent, which is varied to determine its effects on 

he EPC of the substrate. The relationship between EPC and vac- 

um pressure for variable substrate velocities is further examined 

n Fig. 12 , which indicates that high vacuum pressure magnitudes 

ead to a decrease in EPC and the vacuum pressure effects on EPC 

or lower substrate velocities are insignificant. Several factors con- 

ribute to the aforementioned results, including increased vacuum 

ressure, which decreases the partial pressure of precursors within 

he reaction injection zones and increasing substrate velocity re- 

ults in decreased substrate exposure time to the precursors and 

ltimately decreased coverage and etching fractions on the sub- 

trate. 
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Fig. 12. The vacuum pressure versus etching per cycle relationship for several sub- 

strate velocities. 
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. Conclusion 

An optimal spatial atomic layer etching (SALE) reactor config- 

ration was developed for thermal atomic layer etching (ALE) of 

l 2 O 3 , which was determined by analyzing the fundamental pa- 

ameters that are directly related to the conformance of the qual- 

ty of the substrate film. The quality of the substrate film is based 

n an etch rate and substrate film uniformity obtained from the 

eactor configuration. An multiscale computational fluid dynamics 

CFD) model was used to fabricate the relationship between the 

undamental characteristics of the SALE reactor design. The multi- 

cale CFD model was constructed by integrating a kMC-based mi- 

roscopic model with a CFD-based macroscopic model. The multi- 

cale CFD simulation revealed that the lower gap distances ensure 

ffective separation of the precursors. Furthermore, an increase in 

 2 flow rate and reduction of the HF/TMA flow rate also prevent 

he intermixing of the precursors. However, when a sufficiently 

mall gap distance is determined, the effects of the flow rates of 

he precursors and N 2 are minimized. Therefore, a gap distance 

s the main factor in reducing N 2 and precursor flow rates while 

reserving effective separation of the precursors. To investigate the 

ffects of the moving substrate on Al 2 O 3 film quality, the dynamic 

esh method was used to simulate the moving substrate in the 

ptimized SALE reactor. Implementing a higher substrate velocity 

o the reactor configuration revealed a lower etching rate due to 

he reduced exposure time of the substrate. In addition, the larger 

acuum pump resulted in a lower etching rate due to its strong 

recursor suction. As a result, the developed SALE reactor design 

nd operating conditions were able to produce conformal ultrathin 

lms. 
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